
Instrument-Making Books

Making Musical Instruments by Rebecca Anders
J781.91 ANDE
Instructions for very simple homemade instruments are provided, including:  coffee can 
bongos, ice cream carton drum, clay flower pot gongs, container maracas, water glass 
carillon, soda bottle xylophone, bleach bottle bugle, milk carton banjo, box harp.

Musical Instruments (Crafts from Many Cultures series) by Meryl Doney 
J784.1923 DONE
This book explores the cultures where these instruments originated and some of their 
uses.  Rhythm sticks, basket shaker, cookie-tin tambourine, tile chimes, tile xylophone,  
thumb piano, clay flute, panpipes, one-string violin, oil can guitar, paper prayer drum, 
skin drum.

Make Your Own Musical Instruments (Do It Yourself Books series) by Margaret 
McLean.
qJ781.91 MCLE
This book provides instructions for simple instruments including: sand blocks, claves, 
maracas, castanets, block castanets, “jingling johnnie”, tambourine, friction drums, 
washtub bass, rommelpot, simple drums, prayer drums, bottle xylophone, flowerpot 
chimes, wooden xylophone, tubular bells (not the Mike Oldfield album), panpipes, 
kazoos, recorder, slide whistle, and a zither.  This book even includes playing 
techniques and some simple songs to play with the new instruments.

Music Crafts for Kids by Noel & Phyllis Fiarotta.
J372.87 FIAR
Designed as a lesson in music (which is why it’s in the 300s), this book has a variety of 
things to make, like pinwheels and T-shirts, but includes instructions on how to make 
and play several instruments, including: chimes, “log” drum, clappers, mouth bow, clay 
whistle, bagpipe, “gourd” scraper, African lyre, maracas, kazoos, cog rattles, and clatter 
sticks.

I Can Make Music (Show-Me-How series) by Michael Purton.
qJ781.91 PURT
Yet another book, but the illustrations here are the most colorful, with very clear 
instruction illustrations so that the Cubs could follow along or work independently.  The 
usual instruments:  castanets, drums, scrapers, box bass, tube kazoo with side-
opening, bottle xylophone; plus some new ideas: simple oboe (reed pipe), a bugle, and 
a shoe-box guitar.

Making Simple Musical Instruments by Bart Hopkins
784.1923 HOPK
Notice this has no “J” In front of the call # -- this is an adult’s book, so it goes into far 
more detail, which provides answers to questions on “why -?” as they arise from curious 
Cubs.  The book is still very easy to read, though, and encouraging.  If you are at all 
inclined to “experiment” with sound, this book will provide a wealth of information and 
ideas.


